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Wealth 
Concentration 
& It’s Impact
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50%

38%

12%

TOP 1%

THE NEXT 2-10%

BOTTOM 90%

Global wealth distribution:  so few have so much

Credit Suisse Global Wealth Report 2017
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39%

39%

22%

TOP 1%

THE NEXT 2-10%

BOTTOM 90%

U.S. wealth distribution: picture isn’t much better

Federal Reserve 2017
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Conflicting Forces 

Reward Risk

Entitlement Responsibility

Fulfilled Defendable Choices
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Coping 
Mechanisms
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Simplicity is 
Freedom

Embracing 
Simplicity

Trying to 

simplify my life

91%

Among luxury purchasers

Q: For which of the following reasons, if any, are you trying to simplify your life?

Data is the % who are trying to simplify their life
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Protecting
Privacy

Do I trust you 
to know me?

% Agree Strongly/Somewhat

My privacy has never 

been more important

83%

Among luxury purchasers
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I prefer to socialize 

with people who 

share my values

92%

Enclaving

Seeking new 
experiences 
within the 
safety of 
their social 
network % Agree Strongly/Somewhat

Among luxury purchasers
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The Rise 
of the 
Referral
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Seeking 
Goodness
4 KEY TRAITS

168358829
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Integrity Kindness IntelligenceHonesty
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…28% agree that their 
children or other younger 
family members have 
made them more likely to 
add impact investments 
to their portfolios.  

Trend:  Impact 
Investing

U.S. Trust Insights on Wealth & Worth survey 2013-2017

47

39

27

19

76

49

29
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Millennials Gen X Boomers Silent

PERCENT WHO HAVE REVIEWED INVESTMENT 
PORTFOLIO FOR IMPACT

2014 2017

34%
Overall have 

reviewed portfolio 

for impact
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…And Impact Giving

…at 28, Nicholas has included NOLS in his 
estate plan … with climate change and 
continued population growth, I want to… 
instill awareness for the need for wilderness 
preservation.

NICOLAS CORCORAN

Empowering the Next Generation
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Trend:   Goodness-based Purchasing

90%

90%

86%

85%

81%

77%

Have a high level of integrity

Make me feel good when I am using them

Are meaningful to me

Share my values

Are committed to doing what is right

Follow sustainable practices

“I like brands that…” | % Agree Strongly/Somewhat
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39% of

Global Luxury 
Purchasers are

Hunting for a deeper, personal benefit 

from a brand --

GRAVITATE TO BRANDS THEY PERCEIVE AS 

The Evolved

enhancing their mind,

sustainability-oriented 

fun to own

Among Luxury Purchasers

“EVOLVED” 

DECISION MAKERS
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The Evolved:  A Diverse Group 

The

Evolved  

MILLENNIAL (18-38) 27%

GEN X (39-52) 34%

BOOMERS (53-71) 36%

MATURES (72+) 4%

Among global luxury purchasers
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Luxury brands 
must strive for a 
higher purpose…

Product

Environment

People
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…we propel our brands to lead with 
business practices that contribute to 
a better world economically, 
environmentally and socially.  We 
believe that the payoffs of becoming 
a more sustainable business to 
create positive value for our people 
and our planet, make the 
endeavours not only worthwhile but 
also essential.  

Source:  kering.com
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This (new) generation demands 
meaning out of the companies they 
work for and shop from.”

RICK RIDGEWAY

In the end, the great brands will be 
the ones that have vision to face 
facts in the eye and take action…

ROSE MARCARIO

Sources:  WWD; Outsideonline.com; Patagonia.com
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Luxury 

Challenged
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The “Mass Up” dynamic 

71%

Premium hotels 

are more similar 

than different

73%
Many non-luxury brands 

now offer a level of 

quality comparable to 

luxury brands

% Agree Strongly/Somewhat
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Luxury is losing its luster

% Agree Strongly/Somewhat

45%

The longer I purchase 

luxury the more it 

loses its luster

31%

Spending money 

on luxury is a waste

It’s becoming more 

difficult to find fresh 

luxury experiences

29%
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Questions to 
Ask Yourself…
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Have you simplified your products and 
experiences as much as they should be?

How well are you doing at…

…protecting privacy, while creating a sense 
of intimacy to serve their needs?

…enabling enclaves to pursue experiences 
with a balance of safety and adventure?
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Where is the goodness in your brand?  Is it 
omnipresent?

Does your brand experience convey honesty, 
integrity, intelligence, kindness… 

…as customers look for the kind of world they 
are hoping to live in?  
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Thank You.

Cara David, Managing Partner

cara.david@yougov.com


